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Not born-again but back and live in the studio. At least all polish put to a 
minimum. 
Un-tidy, beautiful, fragile and destructing at the same time.  
The 5th album The Shame and the Blame is out Dec 11 2013 on LP and 
DL.  Eve and the Last Waltz are back. 
After the down-scaled, atmospheric album, the drum-less Turpentine 
from 2011 Eve and the Last Waltz is now back as a live-band.  
Complete with bass-organs, octaver pedals, drums and rattle and the 
angelic voice of Eva Lalander.  
In the winter of 2012 a snowy, slippery and icy trip out to a remote 
island in the Stockholm archipelago took the band to the Woodside 
studio where all this began. With the control-room squeezed into a cold 
minimal cabin outside an old house the temperature inside the cabin 
was plus 3.  Inside the house it was probably over 6 celsius. The owners 
was on tour. A path was soon carved in the high snow between takes  
from the house and the cabin. But after two days, the house, tape-
recorder and band was warm.  Almost hot.   
An embryo for an album was formed and when safely back in the city, 
recordings continued this time with Christian Gabel at Cobra. A fine 
facility used for the more hi-fi parts of Turpentine.  
 
Partly the popular subject of this album is Mans Road to Extinction. This 
road to ruin is witnessed by many others but nevertheless probably real.   
Will the ice-bears be able to continue to roam the streets of Stockholm? 
 
Players on The Shame and the Blame: 
Eva Lalander: vocals, guitar, pumporgan 
Robert Karlsson: drums 
Mats Gronmark: effect-guitar, vocals, zither, sheet-metal 
Christian Sandell: guitar, drums 
Carl Schöier: bass-organ, air-organ, electric-organ, synthesizer 
  
Discography: 
Inside it All 7” 2000 
Strange Mornings LP/DL 2001 
Love Boat CD/DL 2003 
Holy Split Split 7” 2005 
Straight Up to the Sky CD/DL 2006 
Turpentine CD/DL  2011 
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